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Abstract

The complexity of an environment and the difficulty of an actor’s goals both impact
task transfer in Reinforcement Learning (RL). Yet, few works have examined
using the environment and goals in tandem to generate a learning curriculum that
improves transfer. To explore this relationship, we introduce a task graph that
quantifies the environment complexity using environment descriptors and the goal
difficulty using goal descriptors; edges in the task graph indicate a change in the
environment or the goal. For a delivery environment with up to ten skills, we
introduce an algorithm that generates a Task-Graph Curriculum to train policies
using the task graph and demonstrate that a planner can execute these trained
policies to achieve long-horizon goals in increasingly complex environments. We
also evaluate the task graph in two synthetic environments where we control
environment and goal complexity. Our results demonstrate that (1) the task graph
promotes skill transfer in the synthetic environments and (2) the Task-Graph
Curriculum trains nearly perfect policies and does so significantly faster than
learning a policy from scratch.

1 Introduction

Using (sub)goals is a hallmark of intelligent behavior [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In most AI planning literature
(e.g., [7]), a goal is a partial world state an actor needs to achieve; that is, actors are told explicitly
what goal to accomplish and the key task for planning is synthesizing a plan – a sequence of actions –
to achieve the goal. Yet, most RL literature elicits behavior implicitly through the reward, though
there are some recent initiatives that combine planning with RL (e.g., [8, 9, 10, 11]) or that provide
abstractions similar to goals (e.g., [12, 13, 14])

Recent work by Patra et al. [15] links a goal to a reward using a data structure called a goal skill,
which they formalize as an RL Option [16] with symbolic preconditions and effects. A collection of
goal skills forms a goal-skill network (GSN), which we define in Section 2. Using a GSN allows a
human expert to provide guidance for learning.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of training the goal skills of a GSN. The adaptability of a
goal skill depends on the environment complexity and the goal complexity. Harder environments
and more complex goals will tend to require learning with a more involved curriculum than learning
each goal independently. We develop a process for developing curricula [17] of easier to harder tasks
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Figure 1: (a) A notional plot showing several possible task-graph curricula (each path from the
simplest to the target task in the space of blue arrows). (b) An example task graph for the VisitColors
environment, described in Section 4.3, where the actor (gray circle) must use a single skill of going
to a location to visit a sequence of colors (A, B, C) in order.

that use these two axes, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). The environment curricula (in orange along the
top) only implicitly includes goals along the top but does not address distinct goal complexities as
learning opportunities while the goal-only curriculum (in lavender on the right) does not vary the
environment.

Our hypothesis is that training goal skills using a curriculum constructed from the blue paths of
Figure 1(a) (left) will result in faster training on the target task. We assess this hypothesis using a
step-wise approach for gridworld domains where we: demonstrate that the approach works for our
target environment that has 10 goal skills (Section 4.1), demonstrate that the approach works for
a simpler environment that alternates two goals skills (Section 4.2, and then construct a synthetic
domain on a single goal skill to better control goal and environmental complexity (Section 4.3).

We represent the environmental complexity using a set of numeric values called environment de-
scriptors and the difficulty of the (sub)goals using goal descriptors. We then construct a task graph
where distinct tasks (nodes) in the task graph are separated by either an incremental change in the
environment or the goal difficulty. Figure 1(b) shows a task graph for a synthetic environment where
an agent (gray circle) must visit colored cells (A,B,C) in order; this problem is studied further in
Section 4.3. The graph is distinguished by the number of distinct colors, an environmental attribute,
and the sequence length, a goal attribute. Each path through the task graph is a task-graph curriculum,
so named because the goals of the agent and the length of time spent on each task in the graph are
design decisions provided by a human expert.

The contributions of this paper include: (1) formalizing the representation of a task as a set of
environment and goal descriptors, which we combine into a task graph (Section 3); (2) developing an
algorithm that uses the task-graph to train up to 10 goal skills and demonstrating, via plan execution,
these goal skills to achieve a complex goal in a delivery environment (Section 4.1); (3) demonstrating
the benefits of a task graph on an environment with two goal skills (Section 4.2); and (4) developing
a synthetic domain that controls environment and goal complexity for a single goal skill to assess
various curricula in the task graph (Section 4.3). Our results show that using the task graph to train
goal skills results in faster training (usually through transfer). Although our results are limited to grid
world domains, they show promise for future work that explores applications in continuous domains
such as robotics.

2 Background: Goal Skills and the Goal Skill Network

Patra et al. [15] define a goal skill and Goal Skill Network that links a hierarchical goal network with
the RL Options framework. In that work, goals are defined as a symbolic state of the world. A goal
skill gπ = (head, ǧ, π̌,C) is a tuple where head includes the name and parameters of the goal skill,
ǧ contains the goal the skill is meant to achieve, π̌ is a goal-specific policy for this goal skill, and
C is a non-empty set of conditions that should be satisfied while executing π̌. C is partitioned into
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Figure 2: The Goal Skill Networks (GSNs) for (a) the VisitColors environment of Section 4.3; (b) the
Snake environment of Section 4.2; (c) the KeyCorridor from Patra et al. (2022)[15] of Section 4.1.

{Cstart,Cduring,Cend}, where Cstart corresponds to the INIT of an RL Option, Cend corresponds to the
TERM of an RL Option, and Cduring indicates invariants during the execution of a skill. For example, a
goal skill for the pickup(key) skill in Figure 2(c) would be ( head: pickup(key), ǧ: holding(key),
C: start+during:holding(nothing), end:holding(key), π̌: pickup-key ).

Patra et al. [15] further define a Goal Skill Network (GSN), which they use to generate hierarchical
plans that have internal nodes describing what needs to be done with leaf nodes as goals skills.
Figure 2 shows three GSNs used in this paper. Figure 2(a) is a single goal skill for getting to a specific
cell location (See Section 4.3). Figure 2(b) uses two skills to solve a game (Section 4.2). Figure 2(c)
is used in Section 4.1 and is from the experiments by Patra et al [15]2.

3 The Task Graph and Task-Graph Curriculum

Our concept of the task graph builds on prior work in transfer learning, specifically, the work of [18],
[19] and [20] (see Related Work), which defined a set of related transfer tasks as a set of MDPs. Let
a transfer domain D be a set of MDPs that represents the universe of possible tasks an actor can
encounter. Further, let tm ∈ D be a specific task from D , where m designates the task descriptor. m
describes tm in terms of problem-specific features, and, in prior work, these task features were a set
of environmental features.

In this work, we factor a task descriptor into an environment descriptor and a goal descriptor. For
simplicity, we restrict all features of tm to be non-negative integers (i.e., Z0). For example, a task
descriptor in Figure 1(b) is a combination of a column (i.e., the environment) and a row (i.e., the
goal). The task descriptor is underspecified with respect to the environment, in the manner of
Unsupervised Environment Design [21, 22], so the initial state of a given task may differ from one
environment instantiation to another. An environment descriptor is a vector of features that describe
the environment.
Definition 1. (Environment Descriptor) Let ϕ = (Z0)

j be a vector of j features, where ϕi =
{0, .., ki} indicates the ith feature and ki is a feature-specific maximum value. An environment
descriptor env = ϕ describes an environment in D .

Example Environment Descriptor. For Figure 1(b), ϕ consists of the number of colors in {1, 2, 3}.
Here, ki is 3 for the maximum number of colors, though it is easy to see how the max could be
increased for this example. Together, these features result in env = (#colors).

A goal descriptor is a vector of features that describe the goal; it may contain subgoals.
Definition 2. (Goal Descriptor) Let G = (g1, .., gj) describe an ordered set of j goal types the actor
can achieve, where a specific goal gi = {0, .., ki} indicates the ith goal type (e.g., holding(item))
with a maximum number of goals of that type being ki. A goal descriptor g = (Z0)

|G| is a feature
vector of length |G| describing the number of goals of each goal type the actor should achieve.

Example Goal Descriptor. For Figure 1(b), |G| = 1 and the environment descriptor (N3) has three
goal descriptors: gL1 = (1) or (visit(blue)), gL2 = (2) or (visit(yellow), visit(blue)),
and gL3 = (3) or (visit(green), visit(yellow), visit(blue)). The colors to visit might
change randomly with a new instance but will always be some subset of the number of colors.

2We thank the authors of that paper for sharing their code.
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To specify goals, we assume a function that maps the state of the world to a symbolic state. For
example, an actor achieves the goal at(dest) when its position equals the location parameter. For
our study, this is accomplished with the implementation of problem-specific functions written in
Python. We link a goal instance with the policy using the goal skill. The goal ordering for G is
specified as part of the GSN, which can be provided by an automated planner, as we do in Section 4.1.

Now that we have defined the environment descriptor and the goal descriptor, we define the task
descriptor m for a given taskm ∈ D . A task descriptor is composed of the environment descriptor
(Definition 1) and a goal descriptor (Definition 2).

Definition 3. (Task Descriptor) A task descriptor m(g)
(env) denotes a vector describing taskm ∈ D .

Example Task Descriptors. For Figure 1(b), there are six tasks, where the top right task would be
m

(3)
(3), or a shorthand m. Throughout we will use an abbreviated form of env|goal or 3|3.

Task descriptors can be joined in a graph that we call the task graph.

Definition 4. (Task Graph) A Task Graph M = (V,E) is a directed acyclic graph where V =
{v1, v2, .., v(|D|)}| vk = tk, where k is a task descriptor, and E = {(vi, vj)|δ(mi,mj) ≤ θ∧i ̸= j}.

In principle, δ can be any distance metric (e.g., the L1 distance). In practice, distances between goals
and environments are problem-specific and hard to estimate. So we use unit distances with θ = 1 for
this study and leave examining other metrics for future work. Our focus in this study on achievement
objectives and integer-valued features has not been too limiting, though future work may require
maintenance objectives or continuous feature vectors, especially for applications such as robotics.

4 Results

We examine three grid world environments. KeyCorridor in Section 4.1 demonstrates a blend of up
to 10 goal skills using an automatically constructed curriculum. Snake in Section 4.2 demonstrates a
simple domain that alternates two goal skills. Finally, VisitColors in Section 4.3 is a synthetic domain
where we can control features of the task graph. The results show that training with a task-graph
dramatically improves performance.

4.1 Training up to 10 goal skills in the KeyCorridor Environment (Automated Curriculum)

In KeyCorridor (see Figure 3) an actor (red triangle) must navigate rooms and hallways to deliver
an orange ball to the green square. The discrete action space includes navigation (turn left, turn
right, and move straight) and interaction (pick up, put down, and use object). The descriptor env
= (#rooms,#items, status, size) where status ∈ {1, 2, 3} for 1: no doors, 2: unlocked door,
and 3: locked door. size ∈ {3, 4, 5} indicates the room size.

We consider two test scenarios for this study. Scenario 1 uses the source task of Figure 3(a)
and the target task of Figure 3(b) and requires the actor to navigate to the ball, pick it up,
move it to the top-left corner and deposit the ball. The curriculum includes the double-bordered
skills in Figure 2(c): find(door), pass(door), pickupobj (item), goToDropOff(room), and
putDown(item). Scenario 2 uses the same source task Figure 3(a) with the target task of Figure 3(c)
where the actor must search for a key and unlock the door before entering the room. The actor can
carry only one object at a time and must drop the key to carry the ball. The actor, key, ball and
doors are initially placed in random locations. The curriculum involves all goal skills in Figure 2(c),
which include all from Scenario 1 plus five additional goal skills: search(key), pickup(key),
unlock(door), drop(key), returnTo(door).

We develop a Task-Graph Curriculum using the task graph M (Definition 4). This procedure enables
a policy within each goal skill to transfer to environments leading to the target task. The Task
Curriculum proceeds in two phases: (1) it orders the task descriptors and (2) it orders and learns goal
skills for each task descriptor.

Automatically constructing a Task-Graph Curriculum. We summarize here our algorithm for
constructing a Task-Graph Curriculum; see appendix for details. Let u be the easiest task to learn
and f the hardest. The algorithm finds the shortest path from u to f using greedy best-first search
(GBFS) on the task graph, M . The heuristic used to choose among all neighbors at an equal distance
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Figure 3: The two scenarios of the Key Corridor environment considered in this study show-
ing the starting (top) and final task descriptors (bottom). The environment descriptor is env
= (#rooms,#items, status, size) and the goal skill network is from Figure 2(c).

from a node is the neighbor which is nearest to f . As the algorithm proceeds along a path in M , it
trains all the goal skills with positive values in the goal descriptor g of the current task descriptor, m.

Plan Execution with Goal Skills. In order to execute an incoming stream of tasks, we developed an
algorithm (full details in appendix) that takes a stream of tasks tm (with task descriptors m(env|goal))
and a sub-set of the trained set of trained goal skills Π. It queries a planner for a plan, i.e., a correct
sequence of goal skills that accomplish goal in the current state of the environment with descriptors
env. It reads an incoming stream of tasks in a loop. For each new task, it obtains a plan for the
current state. Then it iterates over the goal skills in the plan querying the next action from the trained
policy of the current goal skill. It moves to the next goal skill in the plan if the current one succeeds
and replans if the action from the current goal skill fails.

Evaluation. We evaluate five different curricula: (1) a goal only curriculum ∆Goal Only that trains
all goal skills for the target; and (2) an environment only curriculum ∆Env Only that trains one
policy for the most difficult goal and only increases the environment descriptor. (3) the Task-Graph
Curriculum constructed using our algorithm; (4) Three random permutations of the task curriculum;
(5) the reverse of our proposed task curriculum; We give a reward of 1 when deliver(item) is
successful, -1 when deliver(item) fails, and a penalty of 0.01 for each step.

Figure 4 shows the evaluation on the target tasks for our two scenarios. In Scenario 1, our task
curriculum has a length of 25 from the source to the target task. In all plots, each box summarizes the
reward values for 100 runs and the bold line indicates the median score. The bottom and top box lines
indicate the 25th and 75th quantiles. If not visible, they align with the median. The ‘×’ marks show
outliers. We significantly outperform the two baselines, ∆Goal and ∆Env (the left two columns in
the plot corresponding to (1) and (2) above). In Figure 4(a), we see that ∆Goal is able to achieve a
few successful runs, whereas the trying to learn deliver(item) as one policy in ∆Env fails in all
cases resulting in a reward of -1.

We wanted to compare the path in the task graph suggested by our curriculum generation algorithm
to other orderings. To do this, we compare the performance with random and reverse orderings of
the task descriptors in our curriculum. We see that one of the random orderings, random2, performs
fairly well compared to others. This is because it has a good overlap with our task curriculum in
the initial stages. As expected, the reverse ordering performs the worst because it tries to learn the
hardest task first and goes back to easier tasks.

In Scenario 2, our task curriculum has a length of 50. We see in Figure 4(b) that the impact of using
our task curriculum is even more pronounced compared to Scenario 1. All curricula except ours have
a median reward of -1 with ∆Env and random2 performing the worst. One of the random orderings,
random1, and the reverse ordering has the maximum number of successful outliers.

Our examination of the training patterns (see appendix for all training curves and detailed analysis)
shows that our task curriculum learns significantly faster than other training strategies (1-5 above).

In summary, we observe that having distinct policies for each goal skill led to strong transfer learning
between environments for KeyCorridor. Our task curriculum significantly outperforms other curricula
which consider, either (a) changes only in the environment descriptor, (b) changes only in the goal
descriptor, or (c) random/reverse permutations of the task curriculum.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the evaluation reward for the final task in Key Corridor for the two scenarios
of Figure 3. Higher values of reward denote better performance. Our task curriculum significantly
outperforms other curricula. ∆Goal curriculum trains the goal skill network directly for the final
task. ∆Env tries to learn deliver(item) directly without using the goal skill network. (a) Scenario
1: Evaluation reward on the final (hardest) task with descriptor, (4, 1, 0, 5)|deliver(ball). (b)
Scenario 2: Evaluation reward on the final (hardest) task with descriptor, (2, 1, 2, 3)|deliver(ball).

4.2 Training Alternating Goal Skills in the Snake Environment (Alternating Curriculum)

Our next study examines the problem where two goal skills must alternate to achieve an objective.
The Snake environment involves an actor eating apples and staying alive as long as possible in a 2D
grid. Actions include moving up, right, down, left. Each time the head "eats" an apple the length
grows by one and the body follows the path of the head, similar to a conga line. A task fails when
the head runs into the body or the wall, and it is successful when the entire grid is filled with the
body. Figure 5(a) shows an example of initial states for a 10x10 environment with a length of 25.
The environment descriptor is (N, L), where the size of the grid is N×N, and the length is L.

One challenge with this environment is keeping the body organized as length increases. A good
heuristic is circling the head around the perimeter or doubling back on the body often, but doing
this may compete with apple consumption. Thus there are two essential skills for the environment,
organize(body) and collect(apple), and these skills have different, complementary behaviors.
Our study focuses on examining how the goal skills interact as environmental complexity increases.

Learning Snake with a single policy rewarded to collect apples and stay organized does not seem to
do well. Summarizing our findings (full details in appendix), the snake does not achieve very high
success and we did not notice a substantial difference in transfer to harder environments at snake
lengths of only 10 or 15. Even using a reward structure of the number of collected apples (i.e., the
final score) resulted in a score of 35 apples in a 10x10 grid when the best score is 100.

At first, we thought this might just mean that we needed to alternate training for each skill. But
Figure 5(b) demonstrates what happens when the training collect (blue lines) is alternated with
organize (red lines); here, we trained skills with an initial length of 3 and growth turned on for
collecting apples where, for organize, the snake grows every 15 timesteps. Training one skill
regresses the other, suggesting that each goal skill must be trained in isolation.

Training each skill separately works much better. Instead of a combined reward structure, we reward
collect 1 for each collected apple and organize for how long it stays alive. Figure 5(c) shows the
results for transferring the collect skill through lengths of 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 95 where the episode ends
when collecting the apple. As the length increases, the snake collects fewer apples overall (until
length 95) but it is still able to collect apples. This is in contrast to our earlier experiments where
moving past a length of 15 was challenging. The high values at length of 95 make sense when one
considers that only 5 empty spots remain and the snake has very few choices; sampling can be very
efficient. Collecting apples at longer lengths is still challenging, but this is likely due to the fact that
organize needs to be leveraged at those points.

Figure 5(d) shows the results for transferring the organize skill to longer lengths ∈
{5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 95}. Similar to the previous results, the transfer is successful and exhibits positive
recovery. Even at its worst (length 50, green), the snake is able to take about 400 steps in the
environment compared to about 100 steps in the single-policy version.
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Figure 5: (a) Example 10x10 Snake problem. (b) Poor recovery when alternating the collect (blue)
and organize (red) skills. (c) Transfer for the collect skill. (d) Transfer for the organize skill.

To summarize, the results in Snake suggest that simultaneously learning two implicit goals in a single
policy, a practice commonly done in the RL literature, performs poorly in this domain and fails to
transfer to harder environments. We provided a possible reason for this as resulting from the two
skills causing catastrophic forgetting (see Figure 5(b)). In further experiments, we demonstrated that
using distinct goal skills resulted in better overall performance. The evidence from these studies
provides further weight that using goals to structure the reward presents a natural way to factor an RL
problem when the objectives of the agent compete.

4.3 A Synthetic Domain: The VisitColors Environment (Manual Curriculum)

In this section, we use a synthetic domain to demonstrate how the task graph can be used to train a
single goal skill. We created a custom MiniGrid [23] environment called VisitColors where the actor
must visit colored floors in a specified, observable sequence. The actions are move forward, turn left,
and turn right, and the observation combines a 2-D array of the grid from the actor’s perspective, an
encoding of the actor’s direction, and an encoding of the current goal color. Figure 6(a) shows an
example task graph for this environment and the specific curricula that we tested. The task descriptor
is N |L, where N is the number of distinct colors and L is the sequence length. The agent receives
the sparse reward of 1 only if the correct color order is achieved; reaching a color other than the next
color terminates the episode with no reward. This environment allows comparison of curricula while
varying N and L to control for environment and goal complexity, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the results of five curricula we explored. Each line is a particular task in the task
graph NxLy where x indicates the number of colors and y indicates the sequence length. For each
task, a dashed line shows the results of training from scratch (without transfer) while a solid line
indicates continuing the curriculum from the top of the legend down. In all cases, the target task is 4|3
(or N4L3). Each data point indicates the average undiscounted return of the policy over 400 random
rollouts after a given training duration; note that different training runs have different durations due
to the use of early-stopping criteria. See Section 1 of the appendix for complete algorithm details, as
well as for additional plots visualizing standard deviation.

Each task (i.e., each vertex) in the task graph of Figure 6(a) has a unique color that matches the
performance plots; this allows for easier comparison of the relative value of a curriculum for a task;
For example, N4L2 (magenta) shows up in different points of curricula (c), (d), and (f). shows the
specific curricula we test on a visual representation of the task graph. Figure 6(b) demonstrates
that the typical curriculum of training only for environmental complexity does not perform well.
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Figure 6: Comparison of curricula for VisitColors: (a) a visual representation on the task graph of
the curricula tested where line colors match Figure 1(a) and vertices match the performance lines in
(b)-(f); (b) environment only; (c) goal only; (d) environment then goal; (e) goal then environment; (f)
task graph. See prose for details. The variance decreases as the reward approaches 1.

Figure 6(c) demonstrates improvement when using a goal only curriculum. It is evident here that a
curriculum using goals works better than (b).

The bottom three plots show variations of varying environmental and goal complexity together in
a curriculum. Figure 6(d) shows the result of increasing the environment complexity first and then
the goal complexity. Early steps in the curriculum (N2L1 and N3L1) do not perform differently
from the baseline, but the curriculum results in a noticeable improvement in N4L1, N4L2, and N4L3
when compared to (c), which is a suffix of (d). Figure 6(e) shows the result of increasing the goal
complexity and then the environment complexity. The final task N4L3_c of (e) performs poorly
against (c) or (d). However, (e) outperforms N2L3 and N3L3 from (b) using the prefix of {N2L1,
N2L2}. Figure 6(f) shows the results of alternating a step in goal and environment complexity. This
curriculum performs similar to Figure 6(d) and (c). Some steps recover more quickly (e.g., N3L1,
N3L2) while others take slightly longer.

In summary, our use of a synthetic domain allowed us to control for environment and goal complexity
for a simple, sparse-reward problem to evaluate different curricula. The results show that varying
environmental and goal complexity together often result in better performance on the target task over
simply varying the environment or goal alone.

5 Related Work

Curriculum learning for RL has a rich history, as evidenced by a recent survey by Narvakar et al. [24].
This existing literature has explored both environment and goal complexity, largely independently.
To the best of our knowledge, no other approaches have explicitly considered both the environment
and goal difficulty together to build a learning curriculum. For learning complex goals, there is work
on hierarchical RL, RL options, and other approaches, such as [25, 26, 8]. For learning one goal in
a variety of different environments, there is work on transfer learning [18, 19, 20]. However, there
are several works that relate to factored representation, task descriptors, lifelong learning, transfer
learning, RL, hierarchy and planning in different combinations.

Several approaches have examined factored representation of states, actions, or the reward structure,
which overlap with the proposed task graph of this paper. For example, Mirsky et al. [27] developed
a concept of task factorization of a task into the agent, environment, and mission. The mission is
equivalent to the reward but also includes a hierarchical structure and sequential structure. Agent and
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environment states are partitioned over the powerset of the world state while actions are partitioned
as actions of the agent or events "taken" by the environment. They showed that these various ways
of partitioning a curriculum impacted agent performance. This paper examines a particular kind of
environment and mission. Another example is the work of Able et al. [28] that showed using a goal
to bias learning can reduce sample complexity.

Our work builds on the use of task descriptors to construct automated curricula, which has been
explored in a variety of important contexts (e.g., [29], [30], [19]). Much of this work has focused on
learning an encoding for the tasks. As the evidence shows, this works incredibly well for situations
where one wants to perform one-shot transfer, for lifelong learning, or where the tasks are not known
in advance. Our approach complements this literature by allowing a human expert to provide a goal
hierarchy that can dramatically speed up learning.

The use of hierarchical RL has the potential to accelerate learning because hierarchical actors can
decompose problems into smaller subproblems while learning at multiple levels of abstraction
[31, 32, 33, 34]. The options framework [16] provides methods for learning and planning using
high-level actions, or options, in a Semi-Markov Decision Process (SMDP). Potentially, options that
select other options as macro-actions in their policies can give rise to a hierarchical structure with
arbitrary levels, but most work assumes a fixed 2-layer hierarchy in practice (e.g., [35]); very few
works allow a 3-layer hierarchy (e.g., [31]). Our work does not presume the number of layers in
the hierarchy. [36] demonstrated an approach to use symbolic option discovery. Our approach uses
symbolic structure, but combining it with this approach could provide complementary benefits.

Andreas, Klein, and Levine ([26]) proposed a two-level hierarchy, where each subpolicy is trained
with a different neural network. They test their algorithm in a similar grid-based RL environment
where it performs better than monolithic, single-network approaches. This approach mainly differs
from ours in the structure and the level of hierarchies. Additionally, their subpolicies are not trained
by explicit terminal goal states, instead their subpolicies try to learn the termination states on their
own. In contrast, our approach provides explicit termination states for each goal skill during training.

The Universal Value Function Approximator (UVFA) is a popular baseline method for training neural
networks with multiple goals [37]. The UVFA learns RL policies by training two separate neural
networks for goal and environment embeddings. This method has some downsides when the rewards
are sparse in the environment. [31] mitigates this problem using a data augmentation technique called
hindsight experience replay [38]. While all these approaches try to solve the multi-goal RL problem,
their approaches don’t include a hierarchy of goals and planning associated with them.

Konidaris et al. [39] proposed a technique that segments a demonstration trajectory into a chain of
component skills (each skill is an abstracted goal). Chains from multiple trajectories are then merged
into a skill tree. This work was extended to arbitrary goals by Baggaria et al. ([40]), who created
Deep Skill Graphs. Future work will explore how to combine the goal-skill network with the skill
graph or skill trees.

Another related line of work is the approaches that try to integrate planning and RL. [8] and [41]
implemented a hierarchical RL framework with symbolic planning, which achieves better sample
efficiency for training and makes it relatively easy to specify high-level goals. They do not consider
different environment or goal complexities. Reprel[42] combines HTN planning and reinforcement
learning for skills. They provide a relational RL framework for zero shot transfer across skills but do
not consider different levels of environment complexity.

Curriculum learning is a well-known technique in RL. [17, 43] demonstrated that curriculum learning
can reduce training times and improve a network’s resilience to overfitting by gradually increasing
the difficulty of samples as the network converges. Our proposed curriculum uses the task graph
to partition and order the skills that need to be learned. [20] curriculum learning for source task
creation demonstrated the benefit of building agent-specific source tasks. Our approach does not
preclude the use of this focus, and future work should explore this connection. [44] automated
curriculum generation based on task similarity leading to improved performance. While their focus
was on implicit goals, their automated construction of the curriculum was a key benefit. Although
many aspects of our proposed approach are automated, the hierarchy of the goal skill network must
be constructed by hand. However, automated techniques for hierarchy learning exist and could
complement our curriculum approach. Future work should explore this possibility.
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Several studies, including [45], [46], and [47], primarily concentrate on decomposing target tasks
into smaller waypoints and training them within a fixed environment, however, there is no notion of
changing the environment difficulty. In contrast, we are trying to learn the tasks in increasing levels
of environment difficulty.

6 Summary and Future Work

Our results showed that the task graph is a powerful conceptual tool for designing goal-based RL
agents that combine planning and execution and that the task graph curriculum shows promise as
a way to train goal skills. Although we focused in this paper on externally provided goals and
curricula, our work lays a foundation for future work to automate the construction of a task graph
using techniques such as option discovery ([48, 49, 50]) and planning model acquisition [51].

We argued that goals and environment are strongly correlated and that a curriculum that leverages this
relationship will learn better policies than a curriculum focused on one aspect alone. We formalized a
task graph composed of environment descriptors and goal descriptors. We examined the performance
of various curricula in light of the task graph for three environments: KeyCorridor, Snake, and
VisitColors. We proposed two algorithms that (1) automatically generate a task curriculum from the
task graph to guide the training of goal skills, and (2) use a planner to execute the trained goal skills.
During execution in KeyCorridor, the most complex environment, the actor was able to accomplish
difficult tasks using a hierarchical planner and the learned goal skills. Our experiments demonstrated
that using a task graph curriculum often resulted in better performance than training in only the
environment or goal complexity alone. Our next steps include using multi-task learning strategies
to transfer knowledge between goal skills. We also look forward to learning the goal skill network
automatically without involving a human expert.
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Appendix

In this appendix, we provide more details of our methodology and experiments. Section 1 discusses
more detail for the VisitColors environment. Section 2 provides additional detail for the Snake
environment on several sets of experiments summarized in the paper and extends the results of the
paper. Section 3 details the algorithms we introduced in the paper as well as provides more details on
the evaluation in the KeyCorridor environment.

1 Further details of the Visit-Colors Environment

We used the Stable-Baselines31 Python package on a server with 255 cores at 1.5GHz, 2TB RAM,
and 8x NVIDIA A100 80GB GPUs. We trained all task graph nodes with the same policy architecture
and learning parameters, which were tuned with Optuna2. The policy is a feed-forward neural network
that flattens and stacks the separate observation tensors before processing with four sequential hidden
layers of 256 units, each followed by rectified linear unit nonlinearities. We trained the policies using
the PPO algorithm [1] with a separate value network with the same hidden layer specifications as the
policy. The algorithm collects 4096 steps of state-action-reward experience before updating network
parameters, with 10 epochs of size 512 batches per update. It also performed generalized advantage
estimation[2] with a discount factor γ = 0.99 and λ = 0.95. The policy optimization loss function
includes value error and entropy summands, scaled by 0.5 and 0.0001, respectively.

The plots in the VisitColors section demonstrate reward evaluated on a separate environment instance,
averaging undiscounted return over 400 episodes. The plots show results of evaluating the polices
after every 100,000 steps of training experience, with early training termination if a new best is not
realized after three consecutive checks. To visualize the variability of evaluation rewards, Figure 1
repeats several curricula plots from Figure 3 of the paper with standard deviation error bars with
the average reward; only select bars are plotted for visibility. Even well-performing policies exhibit
high variance due to the sparse reward structure of the VisitColors environment. The lines of each
figure are best understood by comparing pairs of the same color where the dashed line indicates
learning without a curriculum and the solid line indicates learning with a curriculum. For example,
consider the final task N4L3 for Figure 1(a), where the orange and green dashed lines (along the
bottom) indicate failure to learn but the solid lines of the same color show that transfer was helpful.
In contrast, the purple line (target task) in Figure 1(b) shows the benefit of the environment-then-goal
curriculum but the dashed green line (i.e., middle of the curriculum) shows that the baseline approach
is still performing well for the N4L1 task; this is not surprising because the sequence length is still
one even though there are four colors. Figure 1(c) shows that the goal-then-environment curriculum
(solid line) did not perform better than the baseline (dashed line) on the target task. The task-graph
curriculum shown in Figure 1(d) shows that the performance of the N4L3 target task benefited from
the curriculum.

2 Further details of the Snake Environment

As discussed in the paper, Snake was a particularly challenging environment to demonstrate the value
of the task-graph curriculum because it turned out we needed to train two goal skills – collect and

1https://stable-baselines3.readthedocs.io/
2https://optuna.readthedocs.io/

NeurIPS 2023 Workshop on Generalization in Planning (GenPlan 2023).
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Figure 1: Plots from the paper that include the evaluation reward standard deviation for different
curricula: (a): Goal-only; (b) Environment, then goal; (c) Goal, then environment; (d) Task graph.
Each line is a particular task in the task graph NxLy where x indicates the number of colors and y
indicates the sequence length. For each task, a dashed line shows the results of training from scratch
(without transfer) while a solid line indicates continuing the curriculum from top of the legend down.

gather – that have competing needs. We also attempted several iterations of the observation space in
order to facilitate learning.

Section 2.1 discusses the initial results for a 20x20 grid and shorter snake lengths. In that work we
used a sophisticated reward structure that encouraged staying organized and collecting apples. As
mentioned in the paper, we noticed that transfer was not very strong for shorter snake lengths in such
a large grid, which led us to consider smaller grids and a simpler reward structure. Section 2.2 details
results for a 10x10 grid with a basic reward structure, while Section 2.3 examines the impact of this
problem variant in a transfer situation.

2.1 Initial results for transfer with Snake in a 20x20 grid

Our first attempt to learn in Snake involved learning a single, shared policy for organized(body)
and collected(apple) and using a sophisticated reward structure to capture the two skills. We
use a hybrid reward structure during training. The hybrid reward structure promotes both obtaining
apples, and keeping the snake body organized. The overall reward is calculated at each step. To
promote obtaining apples, a large reward of 10 is given for every apple collected, and a reward of 1 is
given at every step if the snake head moves closer to the apple. To encourage the snake to keep alive,
a penalty of -1000 for every time the game ends due to snake collision with the exterior walls or the
snake body. To promote snake body organization, wall-following and zig-zagging is rewarded. To
prioritize wall-following, a reward of 1 is given if the snake head is closer to the exterior walls at
each step. To prioritize zig-zagging, a reward of 1 is given if the snake head takes a step adjacent to
the snake body.
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The observation space for the snake is 16 states updated at each step. It includes the apple location
relative to the snake head (above, below, right, or left), if there is a snake body obstacle to the snake
head (above, below, right, or left), if there is a wall obstacle to the snake head (above, below, right, or
left), and what direction (up, down, right, or left) the snake moved at the last step. Additionally, the
action space for the snake is four options representing which one direction (up, down, right, or left)
the snake head will move at the step next.

Our hypothesis for this study is that this form of implicit task transfer learning with our proposed
curriculum will result in better performance over learning the most difficult task directly, but this
ended up not being the case. We evaluate the trained policies by measuring the score (i.e., the number
of apples collected before terminating) for 1000 rollouts. We also compare the training curves to
examine recovery time under transfer. We don’t increase the length after consuming apples (in
contrast to the classic game) because we want to study whether policies for shorter lengths transfer to
longer lengths. We used the Stable-Baselines31 Python package on a server with a 1.2 GHz 8-core
Intel-based processor. We trained the policies using the PPO algorithm [1] with a standard multilayer
perceptron policy that saved at every 10,000 steps.

Figure 2 shows boxplots of the evaluation scores for a length of 10 (top) and 15 (bottom) on a grid
size of 20x20. The line inside the box indicates the median score and the triangle indicates the
average score; the bottom and top box lines indicate the 25th and 75th quantiles.

The left column (blue box) of each plot shows the baseline result of learning without task curriculum.
The starting task descriptor for both plots is (20, 5)|(1, 1). For the left plot, the policy 10_T for
the task t10 (descriptor = (20, 10)|(1, 1)) was transferred from the policy learned for a length of 5.
The results show that the mean score increases from 155 to 213 (using a t-test this is a significant
difference; p ≪ 0.0001) indicating that transfer was effective from length 5 to length 10.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Comparison of evaluation scores (number of apples collected) and number of steps, with
and without task curriculum in the Snake environment for two target tasks: (20, 10)|(1, 1) (top) and
(20, 15)|(1, 1) (bottom). Higher scores indicate better performance.
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Figure 3: The Snake observation space for the studies in a 10x10 grid. Numbers on the grid represent
the Manhattan distance from the head. Green squares contain the snake with the head pointing facing
the eyes, gray squares contain the grid border, and the red section of the border indicates the apple
direction.

For the task t15 (descriptor = (20, 15)|(1, 1)), we examined two cases: (a) policy 15_T is transferred
from a vanilla policy that learned t10 directly, and (b) policy 15_TT transferred from policy 10_T.
The results show that the mean score remains the same from a baseline of 80.0 to 80.0 for the 15_T
result (p ≈ 0.88) and to 86.4 for the 15_TT result (p ≈ 0.08). Although the result is less significant
for this test, the trend is improving. One explanation for the low improvement is that higher lengths
require a different emphasis between goals, which we explored in the paper and detail below in the
experiments of Section 2.3.

We also considered the recovery time of the transfer learning, which is the difference in the number
of iterations it takes to return to an equal or better evaluation after transfer learning begins. For the
10 and 10_T policies, we observed that transfer results in a nearly immediate boost after recovering,
reaching a new high score of 8000 within a million steps, whereas the typical score was around 6000
for the baseline learning. Note that our training scores are an order of magnitude higher than our
evaluation scores because during training we let the episode continue for much longer. With the 15_T
policy, a typical score of 2500 is achieved within two million steps, whereas the baseline takes about
three million steps to arrive at that point. Based on these results, we can say that the recovery time is
definitely improved with transfer.

In summary, though recovery seems to do well, transfer is not as strong as we had hoped it would be
for this particular setup. So we focused our attention to a smaller version of the problem, a 10x10 grid,
as well as began to understand more carefully the two aspects of the snake behavior we discussed in
the paper.

2.2 Learning Snake on the collect apple reward alone for a 10x10 grid

We also tried to learn snake using a simple reward of getting 1 for each apple collected. In this
study, the snake grows by a length of 1 each time the apple is collected. The observation space of
these results is more direct as well, as shown in Figure 3. For these experiments, we trained PPO on
a Windows Linux subsystem OS with 4 cores at 3GHz and 64GB RAM. The parameters for PPO
included the MLP policy type, a learning rate of 0.0003, and a discount factor of γ = 0.99 and λ
= 0.95. Also, the algorithm collects 2048 steps of state-action-reward experience before updating
network parameters, with 10 epochs of batches of size 64 per update.

Figure 4 (top) shows that PPO only manages to achieve about 35 apples eaten, which is not very
high. Similarly, the bottom figure shows that episode length tends to hover around 375. While the
episode length is longer than some values we saw in the paper, apples are not being collected past 35,
suggesting that the snake is sacrificing score for staying alive.

2.3 Evaluation of transfer for collect and organize in a 10x10 grid

In the paper, we showed the results of performing transfer for different snake lengths (cf. Figure 4
in the paper). However, that work focused on the results during training. We wondered how well
the trained policy would perform during evaluation. To accomplish this, stopped training every
periodically, generated 10 random environments for the current task, and ran 100 trials of each
environment, resulting in 1000 runs. For collect, we capture the number of apples collected, while for
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Learning Snake using PPO on the score alone. The snake grows each time the apple is
collected. The left plot shows the number of apples collected with a score of 1 for each apple, while
the right plot shows the episode length with a score of 1 for each step.

the organize we capture the number of steps taken. However, we stopped the evaluation at 1000 steps,
which is 10 times the maximum size of the 10x10 grid.

Figure 5(a) shows the result of testing the collect skill. Recall that the baseline PPO system collected
about 35 apples and had an average episode length of around 375 (shown in Figure 4). As can be
seen, all skill variants perform in episode length, often reaching the 1000 step limit. The collect
skill does very well for lengths of 5, 10, and 95 and performs reasonably well for other lengths. The
problem is more challenging for lengths 25, 50, and 75, but it still performs well. Figure 5(b) shows a
similar result for the collect skill when the training is stopped every 200K steps.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Evaluating (a) collect and (b) organize transfer for the Snake environment.

3 Further Details of the Key Corridor Environment

In this section, we present an example task graph for the KeyCorridor Environment and describe our
algorithms for automated curriculum generation and plan execution in detail.

3.1 An example task graph for the KeyCorridor

Figure 6 shows another example task graph based on the KeyCorridor environment. The actor’s (red
triangle) goal is to deliver an item (orange ball) to the destination (the upper left green box), stated
as at(item, dest). This goal has a set of subgoal achievements, namely row 3, holding(item),
row 2, carrying it to destination (i.e., holding(item) ∧ at(dest)), and row 1, placing the object
(at(item, dest)).

Example Environment Descriptor For Figure 6, ϕ consists of the number of items in {0, 1} and
the number of rooms in {0, 1}. Here, ki is 1 for maximum number of items and rooms, though it
is easy to see how the max could be increased for this example. Together, these features result in
env = (room, item).

Example Goal Descriptor The rows of Figure 6 vary the goal complexity, matching the layout of
Figure 1 in the main paper. In the column containing the environment descriptor (0, 1) there are three
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goals to complete in order: g1 : holding(item), g2 : at(dest), and g3 : at(item,dest). The
column containing the environment (1, 1) prepends an additional goal of g0 : inside(room).

The actor achieves the goal at(dest) when its position equals the location parameter.

Example Task Descriptors For Figure 6, there are seven tasks, where the top left task would be
m

(0,1,1,1)
(0,1) or (0, 1)|(0, 1, 1, 1).

Figure 6: Some possible initial states of an example Task Graph for a series of subgoals (goal
descriptors changing vertically) of a plan that results in an actor (red triangle) delivering an item
(orange ball) to a destination (upper left green corner). The environments in the left column have
no rooms while the ones on the right have one room. As a result, the right environments need a
new subgoal to be inside the room first, inside(room). The orange arrows show potential for task
transfer within a specific subgoal.

3.2 Automated Task-Graph Curriculum Generation

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for our task curriculum generation and goal skill training algorithm.
We want to learn starting with easier tasks and slowly move to harder tasks. Let u(envu|gu) be
the easiest task to learn and f(envf |gf ) the hardest. Line 1 finds the shortest path from u to f
using greedy best-first search (GBFS) on the task graph, M . The heuristic used to choose among all
neighbors at equal distance from a node is the neighbor which is nearest to f . Line 3 walks the path
and trains all the goal skills with positive values in the goal descriptor g of m.

To train the goal skills for m, TrainWithTaskCurriculum uses the sub-routine, TrainGoalSkills. It
first selects an initial state from the environment and then uses a planner, GTPyhop3, to recursively de-
compose goals using methods are both relevant and applicable. GTPyhop generates ⟨a1, a2, . . . , an⟩,
which is an a ordered sequence of actions. Every action has a corresponding goal skill, so this
sequence of actions corresponds to a totally-ordered sequence of goal skills, plan = ⟨g1π, g2π, . . . , gnπ⟩.
This plan guides the learning of goal skills in a particular order that is biased by the ordering of the
methods that were used to create the plan. In future work we will extend the curriculum to include

3GTPyhop [3] extends the Pyhop HTN planner [4, 5] with the ability to do goal decomposition in a manner
similar to GDP [6]; the source is available at https://github.com/dananau/GTPyhop
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Algorithm 1: TrainWithTaskCurriculum
Input: u(envu|gu) - the starting task descriptor (easiest task),

f(envf |gf ) - the final task descriptor (hardest task)
M - the task graph

Result: Π: A set of trained goal skills from u to f
1 path← Shortest path in M from u to f using greedy BFS
2 Π← A set of empty policies π̌ for each goal skill ∈ gu ∪ gf
3 for each task descriptor m(env|g) in path do
4 Π←TrainGoalSkills(m(env|g), Π)
5 return Π
6 Function TrainGoalSkills(m(env|g), Π):
7 sinit ← env.sinit

8 plan← GTPyhop (g, sinit)
9 for goal skill gπ ∈ plan do

10 gπ.initiation_set := ŜTERM(pred(gπ))
11 π̌ ← Π[gπ]
12 while not converged(π̌) do
13 exp← CollectExperience(env, gπ)
14 train(π̌, exp)
15 if env.done then
16 ŜTERM(gπ).add(env.state)
17 env.reset(Sample(gπ .initiation_set))
18 return Π # trained policies for goal skills

partial orders and more sophisticated plans. Each goal skill in the plan is trained sequentially (Line 9).
Before training, the set of initiation states is copied from the last goal skill’s termination set (Line 10).

A critical step for task transfer happens in Line 11. Instead of initializing an empty policy,
TrainGoalSkills looks up the current set of trained policies Π and chooses the existing pol-
icy for goal skill gπ to begin training. This results in the knowledge learned in previous calls to
TrainGoalSkills to be transferred to the current training step. Until the algorithm converges
(Line 12), training proceeds as a standard actor-critic architecture by collecting the experiences
storing them in a replay buffer (Line 13) and updating the policy for each iteration (Line 14). If the
episode is finished (Line 15), the current terminal state is saved into the termination set (Line 16),
which will be used for the next goal skill at Line 10, and the environment is reset to a new state
sampled from the initiation set of gπ (Line 17). Training of a gπ ends when converged(gπ) returns
True, which is determined by the performance of the policy during training.

TrainGoalSkills stores the states that meet the Cstart and Cend conditions of each goal skill. These
sets of starting and ending points sample the initiation (INIT) and termination conditions (TERM) for
training the policies and ensure a natural starting point for training each successive goal skill.

For a plan, let the termination set of a goal skill be defined as STERM(gπ) := {s ∈ S|Cgπ
end(s)} and let

ŜTERM(gπ) be a sampled set from STERM(gπ). In a plan, a goal skill may occur multiple times each
with distinct predecessor goal skills. Let pred(gπ) = {g′π ∈ GΠ|name(g′π) = name(gπ)} be the
collected set of predecessors for all goal skills with the same name. Before training each goal skill,
the algorithm queries the goal predecessors from the plan and concatenates the termination sets of the
predecessors to build the initiation set of the current goal skill.

We provide a distinct, intrinsic reward structure for each goal skill, in contrast to the environment
providing the reward after each action. TrainWithTaskCurriculum generates a fixed reward for each
goal skill based on whether the conditions C have been satisfied. The rewards are goal-oriented and
application dependent, so we describe for each environment how the reward structure was created
for its goal skills. This kind of intrinsic reward sets the stage for allowing the actor to direct its own
learning depending upon it’s current goals.

3.2.1 Plan Execution With Goal Skills

In order to accomplish an incoming stream of tasks, tm (with task descriptors m(env|goal)), the
actor uses the hierarchical planner, GTPyhop and a sub-set of the trained set of goal skills, Π (trained
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Algorithm 2: ActingWithGoalSkills
Input: Π - the set of learned policies for goal skills
Result: accomplished task, or failure.

1 begin
2 foreach new task tm do
3 m(env|goal)← task descriptor of tm
4 s← Observe env state
5 plan← GTPyhop (goal, s)
6 plan.active_goal_skill← plan.first()
7 while plan.active_goal_skill is not None do
8 s← Observe env state
9 action← ProgressSkill (s, goal,Π, plan)

10 if action is failure then
11 output (failure for task tm); Move to next task
12 else Send action to the execution platform
13 Function ProgressSkill(s, goal,Π, plan):

Result: action suggested by learned skill or failure
14 begin
15 if plan.active_goal_skill is successful then
16 plan.active_goal_skill← plan.next()
17 else if plan.active_goal_skill has failed then
18 plan← GTPyhop (g, s)
19 if plan = failure return failure
20 else plan.active_goal_skill← plan.first()
21 return Π[plan.active_goal_skill](s)

using the task curriculum in Algorithm 1). The acting engine queries GTPyhop for a plan, i.e., a
correct sequence of goal skills to accomplish goal in the current state of environment with descriptors
env. Algorithm 2 details the acting engine, ActingWithGoalSkills. The algorithm receives as input
the set of trained goal skills, Π. It reads an incoming stream of tasks in a loop. For each new task, it
obtains a plan from GTPyhop with the current state (Line 5). Then, it executes the plan, starting
with the first goal skill (Line 6). For executing the goal skill, it queries the trained policy for the
correct action given the current state using the procedure ProgressSkill (Line 9). It moves on to
the next goal skill in the plan, if the current one succeeds. However, if the current goal skill fails
by violating any of its conditions C, ProgressSkill replans by calling GTPyhop again to create a
new plan for recovery. Otherwise, the returned action is sent to the execution platform (Line 12).

3.3 Details of Training Goal Skills in KeyCorridor Environment

We ran our training and evaluation on a 3.2 GHz 10-core ARM-based processor with 16 GB RAM.
We train each of the ten goal skills up to a total of 3 million time steps for all the six variants of
curricula. We use the the RL starter files4 to train each individual goal skill. The environment is built
using minigrid5. The training curves for the five goal skills in Scenario 1 is shown in Figure 7, and
the training curves for the ten goal skills in Scenario 2 is shown in Figure 8. During training, we
continuously check a convergence condition to decide on continuing or moving to the next step in the
training curriculum. Our convergence condition is that in five consecutive training batches, (a) L2
Norm of the gradients is less than t1 = 0.05, so that model parameters are not changing drastically,
and (b) t2 (= all) episodes in the training batch must return success, to make sure the actor is doing
well in training. These hyperparameters t1 and t2 are not completely optimized for this study but
can be tuned to improve performance or efficiency. In several places along the training curve for a
goal skill, the reward can drop suddenly then recover, which happens when training for a particular
curriculum step is complete and the next curriculum step begins.

4https://github.com/lcswillems/rl-starter-files
5https://minigrid.farama.org/
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Figure 7: Comparison of training five goal skills in Scenario 1 (see main paper) of the KeyCorridor
with our task curriculum vs ∆Goal, random, and reverse curricula.
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Figure 8: Comparison of training ten goal skills in Scenario 2 (see main paper) of the Key Corridor
domain with our task curriculum vs ∆Goal, random, and reverse curricula.
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